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 ABSTRACT 
Integration of electronic components such as thick-film resistors (TFR) in 
form of pastes into Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) tapes 
have numerous advantages in micro-engineering. In such a hybrid 
structure the components are in their raw state, where the final 
properties after firing are influenced solely by the physical and chemical 
interactions between these components.  
 
In this study LTCC tape, conductor and resistor pastes are fired together 
and the major TFR properties are measured. The results are interpreted 
using characterization tools such as SEM, EDXS and dilatometry.  
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The objective is to check the compatibility between the selected 
components and bring an explanation to inconsistencies. 

Table I. Materials used and processing conditions 
RESULTS     
       1.Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR)               2. Sheet Resistance of PTC Thermistors                     

CONCLUSIONS 
àDifferential shrinkage, printed paste thickness, chemical interaction 
   are pointed to be the main cause of unreliability 
à Processing parameters are yet to be optimized for buried  samples 
à Selected components can not be considered compatible totally 

Fig. 3. Deformation of the buried structure due to entrapped 
gases after burn-out of organics in the pastes (at contacts) 

 
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS ßà COMPATIBILITY ISSUES 

A. Physical Issues      

Fig. 4. Increased deformation for DuPont 5744 used-samples due to: I. increased fired paste thickness 
(SEM images on the left hand side), II. expansion of the paste after 700°C (dilatometry analysis) 

B. Chemical Issues 

Fig. 5. In buried sample concentration gradient of certain elements at the interfaces is observed     

 Fig.6. Glass phase, which is mobile at TG , migrates easily between 
components, leading the destruction of conductor line (ESL 8837). 
Increased porosity increases this migration.  
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                     Fig.1. TCR of PTC resistors fired on LTCC tapes                                   Fig.2. Sheet Resistance of PTC resistors fired on LTCC tapes 


